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RECONSTRUCTION OF A COMPACTLY SUPPORTED SOUND PROFILE IN
THE PRESENCE OF A RANDOM BACKGROUND MEDIUM
CARLOS BORGES∗ AND GEORGE BIROS†
Abstract. In this paper, we present algorithms for reconstructing an unknown compact scatterer embedded in a
random noisy background medium, given measurements of the scattered field and information about the background
medium and the sound profile. We present six different methods for the solution of this inverse problem using
different amounts of scattered data and prior information about the random background medium and the scatterer.
The different inversion algorithms are defined by a combination of stochastic programming methods and Bayesian
formulation. Our basic results show that if we have data for just one instance of the random background medium the
best strategy is to invert for both random medium and unknown scatterer with appropriate regularization. However,
if we have data for multiple instances of the medium it may be worth solving a coupled set of multiple inverse
problems. We present several numerical results for inverting for various scatterer geometries under different inversion
scenarios. The main take-away of our study is that one should invert for both unknown scatterer and random
medium, with appropriate, prior-information based regularization. Furthermore, if data from multiple realizations
of the background medium is available, then it may be beneficial to combine results from multiple inversions.
1. Introduction. Inverse scattering finds applications in medical imaging [37, 41, 48, 49, 53,
54, 55, 59, 13, 51], remote sensing [60, 61, 38], ocean acoustics [22, 25], nondestructive testing
[26, 30, 46, 45, 42, 14], geophysics [6, 58, 64, 56, 32], and sonar and radar [24, 27, 18]. In this
work, we recover a compactly supported unknown scatterer, denoted q(x), in the presence of
a compactly supported random background medium denoted by η(x), from far field acoustic
scattering measurements. We are not interested (and don’t have enough data) to exactly recover
η(x) but we have some prior information on its statistics. What we’re interested in is recovering
q(x) as accurately as possible, given the prior information on η.
Problem Statement: We consider the scattering problem in two dimensions. We assume
that both q(x) and η(x) are in C20 (Ω), where Ω ∈ R2. We define the forward scattering operator
F : C20 (Ω)→ L2(∂B) by
uscatη = F(q + η;uinc), (1.1)
where uinc is the incident field, ∂B is the boundary of a disk centered at the origin and supp(q)
is in the interior of B. The operator F is well defined since the forward scattering problem is
well posed [27]. To obtain the value of the scattered data uscatη at a point x, we must solve
the variable coefficient Helmholtz equation or its integral equation counterpart, the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation [27, 50]. (In the rest of the paper, unless it is otherwise stated, we suppress the
notational dependence of F on uinc.)
Here our main interest is the inverse problem of recovering an approximation q˜ of the scatterer
q given measurements dη of the acoustic field scattered by q and η by solving a nonlinear least
squares problem given by
q˜ = arg min
q
1
2
‖dη − F(q + η)‖2, (1.2)
where the ith component of F is the evaluation of F at the ith location at which field measurements
are taken. In general, this problem is nonlinear and ill posed, as is the deterministic inverse
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Figure 1.1 Scattering from a compactly supported inhomogeneity with scatterer q(x) in the presence
of a background medium represented by a random variable with realization η(x). In the forward
scattering problem, q(x) and η(x) are known and one seeks to compute the scattered field, either
within Ω or on the boundary ∂B of a disk. In the inverse scattering problem, q(x) is unknown and
we seek to determine it from measurements of the scattered field on ∂B given prior knowledge of
general characteristics q(x) and η(x).
scattering problem. In the most part of the paper, we will assume that we have high-quality,
noise-free data from multiple frequencies, and multiple illuminations. In the absence of η, after
appropriate discretization of q, (1.2) becomes well posed [18]. The main complication will be due to
the presence of η, which will be the main source of the difficulty of reconstructing q, since scattering
from q and η is mixed by the forward operator.
Notation: We present the most common symbols used in this paper in Table 1.1.
Methodology: We present six methods for the solution of (1.2) that require different amounts
of scattered data and different information about the prior knowledge of the probability distribution
of the object and the background medium.
a) Single Inversion Single Data No Prior (SISDNP): In this scenario, we assume that
the data have been generated by a single realization of η but we only have access to the expected
value of η. We use the measurements dη and the expected value E(η) to obtain the approximation
qSISDNP of the scatterer by solving
qSISDNP =
(
arg min
z
1
2
‖dη − F(z)‖2
)
− E(η).
In other words, here we apply our favorite inversion algorithm to reconstruct z = q + η and then
we subtract the expectation of η.
b) Multiple Inversion Single Data No Prior (MISDNP): In this scenario, we assume
that the data have been generated by a single realization of η and that we can sample (or we’re
given samples) from the distribution of η. We solve a series of independent inverse problems for qs
given a sample ηs of η. Then we average qs and we subtract the mean of η. That is, we solve for
s = 1, . . . , Ns the problems
qs = arg min
q
1
2
‖dη − F(q + ηs)‖2.
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Table 1.1 List of main symbols used in this article.
Symbol Description
k Wavenumber (or frequency)
q Scatterer of the domain
η Noisy background medium
F Analytical forward scattering operator
F Operator F calculated at points where measurements are taken
J Fre´chet derivative of F
J Operator J calculated at points where measurements are taken
E(η) Expected value of η
Tη Isotropy tensor for η
Tq Isotropy tensor for q
p(η) Probability distribution of η
p(q) Probability distribution of q
α Regularization parameter for η
β Regularization parameter for q
θ Vector with incidence direction of plane wave
∂B Circle around the domain where measurements are obtained
uinc Incident plane wave
uscat Scattered field off of q
uscatη Scattered field off of q + η
uscats Scattered field off of q + ηs, ηs is the s
th realization of η
d Measurements of uscat on ∂B
dη Measurements of u
scat
η on ∂B
ds Measurements of u
scat
s on ∂B
x Position in R2 space
CI Cost of the solution of one instance of the inverse problem
Ns Number of samples (realizations) of η
N Number of points in the discretization of the domain
Then,
qMISDNP =
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
qs − E(η).
c) Multiple Inversion Multiple Data No Prior (MIMDNP): This scenario is very
different in that we assume that we are given multiple measurements ds, s = 1, . . . , Ns, each for
different (unknown) ηs and only the expected value E(η). To obtain the approximation qMISDNP of
the scatterer we first solve s = 1, . . . , Ns independent inverse problems
qs = arg min
q
1
2
‖ds − F(q)‖2.
Then, the solution is obtained by
qMIMDNP =
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
qs − E(η).
d) Single Inversion Multiple Data No Prior (SIMDNP): The scenario is exactly the
same as for problem (c). But now we first average the data and we solve a single inverse problem.
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That is, we use ds, s = 1, . . . , Ns, and the expected value E(η) to obtain the approximation qSIMDNP
of the scatterer by solving
qSIMDNP = arg min
q
1
2
∥∥∥∥∥ 1Ns
Ns∑
s=1
ds − F(q)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
− E(η).
Method (d) is much cheaper than method (c), but is it effective?
e) Algorithm Single Inversion Single Data with Prior (SISDP): In all remaining
methods, we will assume that we have access to a probability distribution for q and η (e.g., empirical
distributions obtained from samples). In SISDP, we assume that we have data for a single (unknown)
realization of η. We use dη, and the prior probability distributions p(q) and p(η) and solve for both
q and η:
min
q,η
1
2
‖dη − F(q, η)‖2 − α log p(η)− β log p(q),
where the probability distributions are evaluated at the points of measurements. The solution
qSISDP is the q component of the solution.
f) Algorithm Multiple Inversion Multiple Data with Prior (MIMDP): Finally, here we
assume that we have multiple measurements ds from different (unknown) samples ηs, s = 1, . . . , Ns,
as well as the prior probability distributions p(q) and p(η). First, we solve s = 1, . . . , Ns inverse
problems
min
q,η
1
2
‖ds − F(q, η)‖2 − α log p(η)− β log p(q),
and obtain qs, the q-minimizer. The solution is then obtained by calculating
qMIMDP =
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
q˜s − E(η).
Methods (a)–(f) cover a rich spectrum of scenarios in which we may have or not access to
probability distributions and we can have data for multiple realizations of η. An easy way to see the
similarities and differences of the different methods is to linearize F , and this is the route we pursue
in our analysis. Then we conduct numerical experiments to showcase our results. SISDNP is the
simplest algorithm. MISDNP and MIMDNP are variants of the sample average approximation
method commonly used in stochastic programming [52], where as SIMDNP attempts to construct
a cheaper alternative to MIMDNP. SISDP and MIMDP use standard regularized formulations
that correspond to a point estimate within a Bayesian framework. The variance or the Conditional-
Value-at-Risk statistics can also be used on the objective function, but we did not explore these
schemes in this paper, for details we direct the interested reader to [34, 40].
In Table 1.2, we present a summary of the methods, each with its respective objective function,
the amount of scattered data needed, the information used, and the computational work as a
function of the cost CI for solving (1.2) and the number of inverse problems Ns.
Contributions: We present six methods for the reconstruction of a scatterer q in the presence
of a random background medium η. These methods use different amounts of data and information
regarding q and η. We have the following remarks regarding those methods:
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Table 1.2 Summary of inversion algorithms.
Method Objective function Inversion Information Work
SISDNP arg minq
1
2
‖dη − F(q)‖2 Single E(η) CI
MISDNP arg minq
1
2
‖dη − F(q + ηs)‖2 Multiple E(η) NsCI
MIMDNP arg minq
1
2
‖ds − F(q)‖2 Multiple E(η) NsCI
SIMDNP arg minq
1
2
‖ 1
Ns
∑Ns
s=1 ds − F(q)‖2 Single E(η) CI
SISDP minq,η
1
2
‖dη − F(q, η)‖2 − α log p(η)− β log p(q) Single p(η), p(q) CI
MIMDP minq,η
1
2
‖ds − F(q, η)‖2 − α log p(η)− β log p(q) Multiple p(η), p(q), E(η) NsCI
• We show that given all the information necessary and all the samples necessary, asymptot-
ically, the methods SISDNP and MISDNP are equivalent and produce similar results;
• Considering methods that use data from only one realization of the background medium,
we show that if the probability distributions of q and η are distinct enough, we obtain
better results using SISDP instead of SISDNP or MISDNP;
• When the probability distributions of q and η are not distinct enough to provide good
reconstructions, it is necessary to have more data scattered off of q in the presence of more
realizations of η. This explains why MIMDP has better results than SISDP;
• Regarding methods that use data generated by multiple realizations of η but no prior
information, SIMDNP is much faster than MIMDNP and provides relatively accurate
reconstructions of q; however, the latter method provides more accurate reconstructions at
higher frequencies;
• We show that SIMDNP is equivalent to solving the problem using the Born approxima-
tion;
• Our numerical examples show that, as expected, MIMDP produce better results than
MIMDNP, since it uses more information about the probability distributions of q and η;
and
• Regarding the methods that do not have prior information about the probability distribu-
tion of q and η, MIMDNP provides more accurate reconstructions of q than SISDNP
or MISDNP. This result is expected since MIMDNP requires more data from several
realizations of η.
All the inversions are done using the recursive linearization algorithm (RLA) presented in [18].
In Figure 1.2, we present an example of the reconstruction using SISDP.
Limitations: Our approach has the following limitations:
• Due to the lack of information in the provided data measurements and probability distri-
butions of η and q, we are not able to obtain accurate reconstructions of q (at least not
without contamination from η) using SISDNP and MISDNP;
• SIMDNP is much faster than MIMDNP, but SIMDNP loses accuracy at higher fre-
quencies, because the forward operator becomes more nonlinear;
• SIMDNP loses accuracy as the variance of η increases, this is also due to the fact that
the forward operator is nonlinear for larger perturbations of the domain;
• If the probability distributions of q and η are similar, SISDP does not provide good
approximations of the scatterer;
• We have not considered the case of noisy data, which is typical in practice, but we do not
expect any different results other than a deterioration on the quality of the reconstruc-
tion. This is because we always regularize, either by discretization or by using some prior
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(a) domain+background (b) RLA solution (c) SISDP solution
Figure 1.2 Example of reconstruction of a scatterer embedded in a noisy unknown medium. In this
scenario we have data from a single realization of η and we assume we have priors for both q and η.
We make no assumptions on the magnitude of η relative to q. In (a), we depict ground truth q+ η.
In (b), we simply solve (1.2) for q + η using the RLA algorithm [18]. In (c) we use the method
SISDP. We depict the reconstructed q, which turns out to be very close to the ground truth q.
information. Our reconstructions are stable;
• A result, which is perhaps possible but missing here is to directly connect the overlap of
the priors for q and η to the quality of the reconstruction. We provide empirical results
but not a priori quantitative statement; and
• There exist alternative formulations that we have not considered here, e.g., either penalizing
the variance of the posterior of the reconstructed scatterer or imposing chance constraints
as a function of the reconstructed scatterer.
Related Work: The topic of deterministic inverse scattering problems has been extensively
studied [27, 11, 39, 57]. There is less work on stochastic inverse scattering problems. Some work has
been done regarding inverse scattering random source problems, which identify random sources from
scattered data [44, 10, 43, 9, 8, 12, 35]. Regarding the problem of recovering a domain in the presence
of cluttered environments there has been extensive work in coherent interferometry [16, 17, 15], and
the work in the reconstruction of a domain that has very different features than the random cluttered
background environment in [2, 1, 5, 7]. Most of the existing work assumes certain statistics on
the background medium, for example small point scatterers. In our work, we make no assumptions
other than smoothness and we present results in which the L2-norm of the background medium is
significantly larger than the target scatterer.
Article Outline: In Section 2, we briefly describe the forward operator for the scattering
medium problem and the solution of the inverse scattering medium problem. In Section 3, we
discuss the reconstruction of the scatterer of the domain in the presence of a background medium
using no prior knowledge of the probability distribution of the background medium and the domain,
while, in Section 4, we consider the reconstruction of the scatterer when prior knowledge of the
probability distributions is given. In Section 5, we present the results of numerical experiments
using the proposed methods. Concluding remarks and a short discussion of future work appear in
Section 6.
2. Forward and inverse scattering medium problem. In this section, we summarize the
mathematical and numerical tools used to solve the forward and inverse scattering medium problems
without consideration to the presence of the background medium. Only the basic formulation and
the algorithms used in our experiments are presented. For more details see Appendix A.
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2.1. Forward scattering medium problem. In the forward scattering problem the objec-
tive is to find uscat, the field scattered off of the scatterer q(x), by an incoming plane wave function
uinc(x) = exp(ik x · θ), where k is the wavenumber and θ is the incidence direction. The scattered
field is the solution of the free space Helmholtz equation:
∆uscat(x) + k2(1 + q(x))uscat(x) = −k2q(x)uinc(x), (2.1)
where uscat must satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition
lim
r→∞
√
r
(
∂uscat
∂r
− ikuscat
)
= 0, (2.2)
where r = ‖x‖.
Several authors have presented numerical methods for the solution of (2.1) [3, 4, 19, 20, 21,
23, 28, 29, 33, 36, 47, 62, 63]. In this article, we use the HPS fast direct solver for the Helmholtz
equation [31]. The computational cost of this solver is O(N3/2) for the factorization step and O(N)
for each new right-hand-side, where N is the number of points used to discretize the domain. We
present an outline of the solver in Appendix A, but for a more detailed description, we direct the
reader to [31]. The details of the forward solver are not critical for our discussion. The most
important aspect is the way that q is discretized, since in several of our methods, we regularize by
coarsening the discretization.
In Figure 2.1, we present examples of the scattered field for several scatterer geometries. In
2.1(b) and 2.1(c), we have the field scattered off of the domain represented in 2.1(a) from plane
waves with k = 15 and incidence directions θ = (1, 0) and (0, 1), respectively. In 2.1(e) and 2.1(f),
we have the field scattered off of the domain represented in 2.1(d) from plane waves with k = 15
and incidence directions θ = (1, 0) and (0, 1), respectively. In 2.1(h) and 2.1(i), we have the field
scattered off of the domain represented in 2.1(g) from plane waves with k = 15 and incidence
directions θ = (1, 0) and (0, 1), respectively. In 2.1(k) and 2.1(l), we have the field scattered off of
the domain represented in 2.1(j) from plane waves with k = 15 and incidence directions θ = (1, 0)
and (0, 1), respectively.
2.2. Inverse scattering medium problem. The inverse scattering medium problem can be
characterized as follows:
Problem 1. Given the measurements d(xp), at the points xp, p = 1, . . . , Np uniformly dis-
tributed on the circle ∂B, of the far field produced by the scattering off of q of an incident plane
wave uinc = exp(ikx · θ), recover the scatterer q.
We solve Problem 1 by minimizing the objective function
f(q) =
1
2
‖d− F(q)‖2, (2.3)
using the Gauss-Newton method. We start with an initial guess q0 and iteratively update the
domain qn = qn−1 + δq, n ∈ N, by solving the linear system
J δq = d− F(qn−1), (2.4)
where J is the evaluation of the operator J at the measurement points, and J is the Fre´chet
derivative of the operator F at qn−1, as described in Theorem 2.1:
Theorem 2.1. Let uinc be an incoming field and let u = uinc + uscat denote the total field
solving the scattering problem
∆u(x) + k2(1 + q(x))u(x) = 0,
7
(a) Scatterer (b) uscat for θ = (1, 0) (c) uscat for θ = (0, 1)
(d) Scatterer (e) uscat for θ = (1, 0) (f) uscat for θ = (0, 1)
(g) Scatterer (h) uscat for θ = (1, 0) (i) uscat for θ = (0, 1)
(j) Scatterer (k) uscat for θ = (1, 0) (l) uscat for θ = (0, 1)
Figure 2.1 In each row, we present the scatterer of the medium followed by the fields scattered off
of the scatterer by an incident plane wave with incident directions θ = (1, 0) and (0, 1).
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where uscat satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition. Let δq be a perturbation of q and let F(q)
denote the forward scattering operator. Then
J δq(x) = vscat(x)
where vscat(x) is the scattered field v(x) calculated at ∂B and v(x) denotes the solution to
∆v(x) + k2(1 + q(x))v(x) = k2 δq(x)u(x)
satisfying the Sommerfeld radiation condition.
The proof of this theorem may be found in [27]
Remark 2.1. The extension of the Gauss-Newton method using data from Nθ impinging
incident plane waves is straightforward. Consider that d(θj) and Fθj are the data measurements
and forward operator referent to the plane wave with incident direction θj, j = 1, . . . , Nθ. The
objective function becomes
f(q) =
1
2
Nθ∑
j=1
‖d(θj)− Fθj (q)‖2.
From this point forward, we will suppress the notation indicating the direction of the incident plane
wave when referring to the measurements and the forward operator. We consider that the operators
and measurements are being used for multiple incoming waves.
The system (2.4) is ill posed and its conditioning depends on several factors, such as k, the
incidence directions of the incident waves, the initial guess, and the representation of δq. By
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, at wavenumber k, only O(k2) independent stable measurements
can be made at finite precision, and those measurements only convey information regarding the
lower frequencies of the domain. Using this fact, we approximate q by the function qk(x) with
supp(qk) ∈ [−pi2 , pi2 ]2, defined as follows:
qk(x = (x1, x2)) =
M(k)∑
m1,m2=1
qm1,m2Bm1,m2(x1, x2), (2.5)
where Bm1,m2(x1, x2) = sin
(
m1
(
x1 +
pi
2
))
sin
(
m2
(
x2 +
pi
2
))
and the maximum frequency M(k)
depends on the wavenumber k. Representing q using qk is equivalent to projecting q onto a sine
series with a fixed number of modes, that is, regularizing the solution of the inverse problem by
discretization. Denoting this projection onto the sine modes by PM(k) (2.4) yields:
JPM(k)δq = d− F(qn).
To ease the notation, we henceforth use δq for both the coefficients of its approximation in the
sine series and its values at points, and we suppress the projection operator PM(k), so when we see
J, it should be considered as JPM(k). We provide specific notation when it is necessary to avoid
confusion.
At low frequencies, the inverse scattering problem is uniquely solvable; however, it presents
poor stability, meaning that it is difficult to obtain high resolution of the contrast function. On the
other hand, at higher frequencies, the objective function presents multiple minima but is very stable.
This trade-off between frequency and stability of the problem forms the basis of the Recursive
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Linearization Algorithm. The RLA uses standard frequency continuation to solve a sequence
of inverse single-frequency scattering problems at increasing frequencies, using the solution of each
problem as the initial guess for the subsequent problem. Of course, in a real application certain
frequencies may not be available but application-specific details are beyond the scope of this paper.
Algorithm 1 Recursive Linearization Algorithm with Gauss-Newton method (RLA).
1: Input: data d(kj) for j = 1, . . . , Q with k1 < · · · < kQ, initial guess q0, tolerances 1,2 and
maximum number of iterations Nit.
2: for j = 1, . . . , Q do
3: Set q := qj−1, δq := 0 and it := 0.
4: while ‖d(k)− F(q)‖ ≥ 1 and it < Nit and δq ≥ 2 do
5: Solve J δq = d(k)− F(q)
6: Update q ← q + δq
7: Update it← it+ 1
8: end while
9: Set qj := q.
10: end for
Remark 2.2. In this article, the initial guess provided for the inverse problem is henceforth
assumed to be in the basin of attraction of the Gauss-Newton method.
3. Inverse random medium scattering problem with no prior knowledge. In this
section, we consider the problem of reconstructing the scatterer q∗ from measurements of the
scattered field in the presence of the background noisy medium η∗ with no prior knowledge of
the probability distribution of q∗ and η∗. We consider two cases. In the first case, the data
measurements are generated using one realization of the background medium, while in the second
case, we use data generate by multiple realizations.
3.1. Single realization of the background medium. In this subsection, we present two
algorithms for the solution of the following problem:
Problem 2. Given the measurements dη∗ of the field scattered off of the domain q
∗ + η∗, and
given E(η), find an approximation for the unknown scatterer q∗.
In the first algorithm, called SISDNP, we use the RLA with the Gauss-Newton method to
solve the problem
q˜ = arg min
q
1
2
‖dη∗ − F(q)‖2.
At step j of the Gauss-Newton method, we solve for δq the equation
J δq = dη∗ − F(qj−1), (3.1)
after which we update the domain according to qj = qj−1 + δq.
The solution of the method is given by
qSISDNP = q˜ − E(η).
The computational complexity of this algorithm is the same as that of applying the RLA with the
Gauss-Newton method once.
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Algorithm 2 SISDNP
1: Input: data dη∗(kj) for j = 1, . . . , Q with k1 < · · · < kQ and E(η).
2: Use the RLA with Gauss-Newton method to solve q˜ = arg minq
1
2‖dη∗ − F(q)‖2.
3: Calculate qSISDNP = q˜ − E(η).
The second algorithm, MISDNP, assumes that Ns realizations of the background medium
ηs, s = 1, . . . , Ns, are available. For each realization ηs, we use the RLA with the Gauss-Newton
method to solve
q˜s = arg min
q
1
2
‖dη∗ − F(q + ηs)‖2.
At the jth iteration of the Gauss-Newton method, we solve for δq the equation
J δq = dη∗ − F(qj−1 + ηs), (3.2)
after which we update the domain according to qj = qj−1 + δq.
The solution obtained using MISDNP is given by
qMISDNP =
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
q˜s − E(η).
The computational complexity of this algorithm is equal to Ns times the complexity of RLA with
the Gauss-Newton method.
Algorithm 3 MISDNP
1: Input: data dη∗(kj) for j = 1, . . . , Q with k1 < · · · < kQ, ηs, with s = 1, . . . , Ns and E(η).
2: for s = 1, . . . , Ns do
3: Use the RLA with Gauss-Newton method to solve q˜s = arg minq
1
2‖dη∗ − F(q + ηs)‖2.
4: end for
5: Calculate qMISDNP =
∑Ns
s=1 q˜s − E(η).
Under certain (strong) assumptions in Lemma 3.1 and in Example 5.2 we show that the solutions
obtained by MISDNP and SISDNP are equivallent and are approximations of q∗ + η∗ − E(η),
and not q∗.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that the nonlinear least-squares problem 1.2 is strictly convex for the
discretized q and that F is differentiable with a full-rank Jacobian J. Moreover, let dη∗ = F(q
∗+η∗)
be the data measurements with no noise. That is, d∗η is in the range of F. Further assume that we
know E(η) exactly and that all numerical calculations are in exact arithmetic.
Let
q˜1 = arg min
q
1
2
‖dη∗ − F(q)‖2 − E(η),
and
q˜2 =
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
arg min
q
1
2
‖dη∗ − F(q + ηs)‖2 − E(η).
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Then
q1 = q2 = q
∗ + η∗ − E(η).
Proof: Since dη∗ = F(q
∗ + η∗) and F is differentiable and J∗J is invertible, we can apply the
Gauss-Newton method. Since the least squares functional is strictly convex
qsol = arg min
q
1
2
‖dη∗ − F(q)‖
results in qsol = q
∗+ η∗. So we have that if we use the SISDNP algorithm, we obtain the solution
q˜1 = q
∗ + η∗ − E(η).
Similarly if we solve multiple inverse problems for each realization ηs of η,
qs = arg min
q
1
2
‖dη∗ − F(q + ηs)‖,
we obtain qs = q
∗ + η∗ − ηs. Averaging over all samples, we obtain the solution for MISDNP
q˜2 = q
∗ + η∗ − E(η).

Table 3.1 summarizes the algorithms SISDNP and MISDNP. In Example 5.2, we present
numerical experiments exemplifying and comparing SISDNP and MISDNP.
Algorithm Function Complexity Approximation
SISDNP minq
1
2
‖dη∗ − F(q)‖2 CI q∗ + η∗ − E(η)
MISDNP minq
1
2
‖dη∗ − F(q + ηs)‖2 NsCI q∗ + η∗ − E(η)
Table 3.1 Summary of algorithms SISDNP and MISDNP.
Although the assumptions of 3.2 are not in general true, assuming no noise and appropriate
discretization of q, the Hessian of the nonlinear least squares is the Gauss-Newton Jacobian and
the problem is locally convex. So, at least locally, SISDNP and MISDNP are equivalent. But of
course, SISDNP is much cheaper. We conclude that for data from a single realization of η, using
multiple inversions doesn’t provide any additional information. Moreover, both methods result in
significant error and fail to reconstruct q.
3.2. Multiple realizations of the background medium. Another scenario we consider
here is the case in which we have data measurements from different realizations of the background
medium η. The precise statement of the problem reads as follows.
Problem 3. Given the measurements ds, s = 1, . . . , Ns, of the field scattered off of the domain
q∗ + η∗s , and given E(η), find an approximation for the unknown scatterer q∗.
In the first algorithm, MIMDNP, we use the RLA with the Gauss-Newton method to solve
the problem
q˜s = arg min
q
1
2
‖ds − F(q)‖2.
At step j of the Gauss-Newton method, we solve for δq the equation
J δq = ds − F(qj−1), (3.3)
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after which we update the domain according to qj = qj−1 + δq.
The solution qMIMDNP is obtained by averaging the q˜s and subtracting the average of η. The
result is
qMIMDNP =
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
q˜s − E(η).
Applying the RLA at ds gives an approximation q˜s ≈ q + ηs, and the average provides an
approximation 1Ns
∑Ns
s=1 q˜s ≈ q∗ + E(η). Since E(η) = 1Ns
∑Ns
s=1 ηs is given, assuming that we have
enough samples to calculate the expected value of the background noise medium, qMIMDNP is the
best band-limited approximation possible for the scatterer q∗.
The computational complexity of this algorithm is equal to Ns times the computational com-
plexity of the RLA applied to each data set.
Remark 3.1. Equation (3.2) is equivalent to
qMIMDNP = Es
(
arg min
q
1
2
‖ds − F(q)‖2
)
− E(η),
where the first average is taken over the index s.
Algorithm 4 MIMDNP
1: Input: data ds(kj) for j = 1, . . . , Q with k1 < · · · < kQ and s = 1, . . . , Ns, and E(η).
2: for s = 1, . . . , Ns do
3: Use the RLA with Gauss-Newton method to solve q˜s = arg minq
1
2‖ds − F(q)‖2..
4: end for
5: Calculate qMIMDNP =
1
Ns
∑Ns
s=1 q˜s − E(η).
In the second algorithm, SIMDNP, we first calculate the average of the data measurements
and subtract the field scattered by E(η):
d¯ =
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
ds − F(E(η)).
Next, we apply the RLA with the Gauss-Newton method to solve the problem
q˜ = arg min
q
1
2
‖d¯− F(q)‖2.
At step j of the Gauss-Newton method, we solve for δq the equation
J δq = d¯− F(qj−1), (3.4)
after which we update the domain according to qj = qj−1 + δq.
Finally, we calculate the solution:
qSIMDNP = q˜ − E(η).
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Algorithm 5 SIMDNP
1: Input: data ds(kj) for j = 1, . . . , Q with k1 < · · · < kQ and s = 1, . . . , Ns, and E(η).
2: Calculate d¯ = 1Ns
∑Ns
s=1 ds − F(E(η)).
3: Use the RLA with Gauss-Newton method to solve qSIMDNP = arg minq
1
2‖d¯− F(q)‖2.
The computational complexity of this algorithm is equal to the computational complexity of
the RLA applied to d¯.
On one hand, the clear advantage of SIMDNP over MIMDNP is that instead of solving Ns
problems simultaneously, only one application of the RLA in the average of the data is necessary.
On the other hand, as we can see in Example 5.3, SIMDNP is less accurate at higher frequencies
and for background medium functions with large variance. This behavior is easily explained by
Lemma 3.2. As the wavenumber and the variance of the background medium increase the convexity
of the inverse problem is lost and the two methods are no longer equivalent.
Lemma 3.2. Let k2‖q∗ + ηs‖∞  1, k2‖ηs‖∞  1, d = F(q∗), E(η) ≡ 0, ds = F(q∗ + ηs), for
s ∈ N, and
qN = arg min
q
1
2
‖d− F(q)‖2 (3.5)
be the solution given by the RLA with the Gauss-Newton method. If we apply the SIMDNP
algorithm using an arbitrarily large number of samples, we have that
qSIMDNP → qN .
Proof: To solve Problem (3.5), we apply the Gauss-Newton method. Starting from the initial
guess q0, at the j
th iteration we solve
J δq = d− F(qj) (3.6)
and update the domain according to qj+1 = qj + δq. As j →∞, our series converges to the Newton
solution, qj → qN .
If we use the SIMDNP algorithm, starting from the initial guess q0, at each step, we solve
J δq = d¯− F(qj) (3.7)
and update the domain according to qj+1 = qj + δq.
Regarding the data for SIMDNP, we have that
d¯ =
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
ds =
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
F(q∗ + ηs). (3.8)
Since k2‖q∗ + ηs‖∞  1, q∗ + ηs is a small perturbation of the domain. We are in the Born
approximation regime, which means that the forward operator becomes linear [27]. Using this fact
on (3.8), we obtain a sequence
d¯s = F(q
∗) +
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
F(ηs).
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Since k2‖ηs‖∞  1, we can use again the linearity of the forward operator and obtain
d¯s = F(q
∗) + F(
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
ηs).
It is clear that d¯s → F(q∗) + F(E(η)) = d as s→∞, since E(η) ≡ 0.
Using the limit of the sequence d¯s in Equation (3.7), we get the same equation as (3.6). This
means that both methods provide the same sequence of approximations of the domain, which
converges to the same solution.
It is worth noticing, in Lemma 3.3, that using the SIMDNP algorithm is equivalent to applying
the RLA with the Gauss-Newton method in the problem
arg min
q
E
(
1
2
‖d− F(q)‖2
)
.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose we have the data measurements ds = F(q
∗ + η∗s ) for s = 1, . . . , Ns and
without loss of generality E(η) = 0. If we use the Gauss-Newton method to solve the problem
arg min
q
E
(
1
2
‖d− F(q)‖2
)
= arg min
q
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
1
2
‖ds − F(q)‖2, (3.9)
we obtain the same result as using the Gauss-Newton method to solve the problem
arg min
q
1
2
∥∥∥∥∥ 1Ns
Ns∑
s=1
ds − F(q)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
, (3.10)
when using the same initial guess q0.
Proof: Suppose we want to solve (3.10) using the Gauss-Newton method with q0 as the initial
guess. At the jth iteration, we solve the system
J∗Jδq = J∗
(
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
ds
)
− J∗F(qj), (3.11)
and update qj+1 = qj + δq. Analogously, to solve (3.9), we apply the Gauss-Newton method and
obtain J...
J
 δq =
 d1 − F(qj)...
dNs − F(qj)
 .
It is straightforward to see that the normal equations to solve the system above are the same as
(3.11). Since at each step the normal equations to be solved are the same and the initial guess for
both methods is the same, then both methods yield the same solution at each step.
Table 3.2 summarizes the MIMDNP and SIMDNP algorithms. In Example 5.3, we present
numerical experiments exemplifying and comparing the methods.
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Algorithm Function Complexity
MIMDNP minq
1
2
‖ds − F(q)‖2 NsCI
SIMDNP minq
1
2
‖d¯− F(q)‖2 CI
Table 3.2 Summary of the MIMDNP and SIMDNP algorithms.
4. Inverse random medium scattering problem with priors. Now we consider the prob-
lem of reconstructing from measurements of the scattered field the scatterer q in the presence of
the background noisy medium η given the prior probability distributions of q and η. We present
two schemes, SISDP (when we have data from one realization of η) and MIMDP (when we have
data from multiple realizations of η). Unlike the previous schemes, now we will be solving the
inverse problem for both η and q. We assume that q and η are statistically independent. An-
other difference with the schemes in Section 3 is that we regularize using the priors and we do not
truncate the discretization.
4.1. Single realization of the background medium. In this subsection, we present an
algorithm for the solution of the following problem:
Problem 4. Given measurements dη∗ of the scattered field off q
∗ + η∗, and given the prior
probability distributions p(η) and p(q) of the background medium and scatterer, respectively, we seek
to find an approximation for the unknown scatterer q∗.
In particular, we assume that the background noisy medium has the probability distribution
p(η) = exp(−ηTTηη), (4.1)
while the scatterer has the probability distribution
p(q) = exp(−qTTqq), (4.2)
where Tη and Tq are the inverse covariance operators for the respective distributions. In our
numerical experiments we will construct these operators from standard anisotropic smoothness
priors for q and η. In particular, Tq = ∇·Tq∇ and Tη = ∇·Tη∇. Since we use the pseudo-spectral
discretization for q and η these operators become diagonal.
In SISDP, we apply the RLA using the Gauss-Newton method to solve
min
q,η
1
2
‖dη∗ − F(q + η)‖2 − α
2
log(p(η))− β
2
log(p(q)),
where α and β are regularization parameters for η and q, respectively. Using the probability
functions (4.1) and (4.2) as the prior, we obtain
min
q,η
1
2
‖dη∗ − F(q + η)‖2 + α
2
‖η‖2Tη +
β
2
‖q‖2Tq . (4.3)
At step j, we solve the system J J0 T1/2η
T
1/2
q 0
[ δqδη
]
=
 dη∗ − F(q + η)0
0
 , (4.4)
where J is the Fre´chet derivative of F at q+η . The updated solutions are q ← q+δq and η ← η+δη.
The computational complexity of this algorithm is equal to the computational complexity of
the RLA.
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Algorithm 6 SISDP
1: Input: data d(kj) for j = 1, . . . , Q with k1 < · · · < kQ, and the isotropy tensors Tη and Tq.
2: Calculate Tη and Tq using Tη and Tq respectively.
3: Use the RLA with Gauss-Newton method to solve
min
q,η
1
2
‖dη∗ − F(q + η)‖2 + α
2
‖η‖2Tη +
β
2
‖q‖2Tη .
4: Set qSISDP ← q.
4.2. Multiple realizations of the background medium. In this subsection we present an
algorithm for the solution of the following problem:
Problem 5. Given measurements ds of the field scattered off of the domain q
∗ + η∗s , s =
1, . . . , Ns, given the prior probability distributions p(η) and p(q) of the background medium and
scatterer, respectively, and given the expected value E(η), find an approximation for the unknown
scatterer q∗.
In the MIMDP algorithm, first, for each data measurement ds, we apply the SISDP algorithm
to obtain a solution, which we denote q˜s. Next, we average the results and subtract the expected
value of the background medium, obtaining the solution:
qMIMDP =
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
q˜s − E(η).
The computational complexity of this algorithm is equal to Ns times the computational com-
plexity of the RLA applied to each data set ds.
Algorithm 7 MIMDP
1: Input: data d(kj) for j = 1, . . . , Q with k1 < · · · < kQ, and the isotropy tensors Tη and Tq.
2: Calculate Tη and Tq using Tη and Tq respectively.
3: for s = 1, . . . , Ns do
4: Use the SISDP algorithm with input data ds, obtaining the solution q˜s for the scatterer.
5: end for
6: Calculate qMIMDP =
1
Ns
∑Ns
s=1 q˜s − E(η).
A key issue here is the choice of Tη and Tq as well as the regularization parameters α and β.
These are related to the specific application and the prior distributions for q and η. In our numerical
experiments, we give details in the context of specific examples. As we will see, depending on the
prior probability distributions we may be able to reconstruct q∗ accurately. However, if the prior
distributions are similar, SISDP may fail to reconstruct. As the number of realizations for η
increases MIMDP does better.
We use a simple example to discuss the interplay between prior for η and q and our ability to
reconstruct q. We consider the linearization of the nonlinear inversion to a simple least squares
problem, which we assume that is well posed for the sum η + q, denoted by z. Then we try to
reconstruct q and η given z, assuming that the prior covariance operators for η and q can be
diagonalized by the same basis (in our case spectral).
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zi 0
qi
ηi
(a) similar priors
zi 0
qi
ηi
(b) Diffent priors
Figure 4.1 Probability distributions for q and η when they have: (a) similar, and (b) different
priors.
So first we solve
z∗ = arg min
z
1
2
‖Jz − d‖2
where we assume that the solution is stable.
To obtain the value of q and η from the solution z∗ we solve
arg min
q,η
1
2
‖q + η − z∗‖2 + 1
2
‖q‖2Tq +
1
2
‖η‖2Tη . (4.5)
Notice that here and in our experiments both q and η are normally distributed with zero mean.
The extension to the non-zero mean case is straighfortward.
First, we assume that q and η are statistically independent. Further, assume that Tq and Tη
are diagonal with entries σ−2qi and σ
−2
ηi respectively. That is components qi and ηi are independent
with priors N(0, σqi) and N(0, σηi) respectively. Therefore to determine q and η we solve for each
component i,
arg min
qi,ηi
1
2
(qi + ηi − zi)2 + 1
2σ2qi
q2i +
1
2σ2ηi
η2i , (4.6)
whose analytic solution is given by
qi =
σ2qizi
1 + σ2qi + σ
2
ηi
(4.7)
and
ηi =
σ2ηizi
1 + σ2qi + σ
2
ηi
. (4.8)
Equations 4.7 and 4.8 give us a good idea of how the spectral decomposition of the priors relate
to the reconstruction of the features of q. As we can see, if σηi  σqi then qi → 0 and ηi → zi.
If σηi  σqi then qi → zi and ηi → 0. Figure 4.1 illustrates the priors for qi and ηi. When
they have similar priors it is harder to reconstruct q accurately. If we use spectral truncation for
the regularization of q, then this is roughly equivalent to have a very large σqi . This analysis can
be easily extended to the case when Tη is not diagonalizable by the same bases as Tq by some
computations to calculate the variance of ηi.
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5. Numerical experiments. We conduct several numerical experiments to compare the
methods introduced in Sections 3 and 4. In all our results, we use the spectral representation
(sine series) for both q and η but we consider different noise levels, regularization, and observation
scenarios.
Below, we summarize the experiments we conducted.
• In Example 5.2, we compare SISDNP and MISDNP algorithms. We use spectral trun-
cation for q so that the problem is well posed. We’re just sampling η, not inverting for it.
The η prior used for sampling is a Mate´rn-like isotropic prior. As mentioned before the
data was produced by a single realization of η.
• In Example 5.3, we compare the MIMDNP and SIMDNP algorithms. Here we assume
we have data (in all receiver locations for all illumination angles) from multiple realizations
of η. The priors for η and q are the same as in 5.2.
• In Example 5.4, we use the SISDP algorithm to solve the inverse problem in three different
cases for several noise levels. The data is observed for a single realization of η.
(a) q and η have exactly the same prior;
(b) q and η have very different priors: q is supported only in low-frequencies and η only
in high frequencies (high-frequency noise). Since the inverse problem is not stable in
high frequencies we need regularization for η.
(c) q and η have partially overlapping priors.
• Example 5.5, we apply the MIMDP algorithm in two different cases:
(a) q and η have similar power spectrum and the same prior; and
(b) q and η have similar power spectrum and different priors.
In this example, the data is observed for multiple realizations of η.
In Table 5.1, we summarize the examples we investigated with their respective goals and figures
with its results. Table 5.2 summarizes the contents of the figures with their descriptions.
Table 5.1 List of Examples, their goals and respective figures.
Example Goal Figures
5.2 Compare SISDNP to MISDNP 5.2
5.3 Compare SIMDNP to MIMDNP 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6
5.4 part (a)
Show limitations of the SISDP
and compare to RLA
5.7, 5.8, 5.9
5.4 part (b)
Show advantages of SISDP
for isotropic background medium
5.10, 5.11,5.12,5.13
5.4 part (c)
Show advantages and limitations of SISDP
for anisotropic background medium
5.14
5.5 part (a)
Show improvements of MIMDP over
SISDP for isotropic background medium
5.15
5.5 part (b)
Show improvements of MIMDP over
SISDP for anisotropic background medium
5.16
Scatterer functions: Three different scatterers are used in our experiments. The first scat-
terer considered can be seen in Figures 5.1(a) and 5.1(d) and is composed of 4 Gaussian bumps
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Table 5.2 List of Figures and their short descriptions.
Figure Short description
5.1 Domains qb, qp and qsub used in our experiments.
5.2
Comparison of the reconstructions of qb using SISDNP to MISDNP with
background medium with different noise-levels.
5.3
Plot of the error EMIMDNP using different number of samples for background
medium with different noise levels.
5.4
Plot of the error ESIMDNP using different number of samples for background
medium with different noise levels.
5.5
Approximation of qb obtained by MIMDNP using different number of samples
for background medium with different noise levels.
5.6
Approximation of qb obtained by SIMDNP using different number of samples
for background medium with different noise levels.
5.7
Approximations of qb and qp obtained using the RLA for an isotropic background
medium, and q and η have similar prior.
5.8
Approximation of qb obtained by SISDP using different values of the regularization
parameter for an isotropic background medium and q and η have similar prior.
5.9
Approximation of qp obtained by SISDP using different values of the regularization
parameter for an isotropic background medium, and q and η have similar prior.
5.10
Box plots of the error ESISDP in the reconstruction of qb
at different wavenumbers when the background medium has different noise levels.
5.11
Box plots of the error ESISDP in the reconstruction of qp
at different wavenumbers when the background medium has different noise levels.
5.12
Approximation of qb obtained by SISDP for an isotropic background medium with
different noise levels when qb and η have different prior in the frequency domain.
5.13
Approximation of qp obtained by SISDP for an isotropic background medium with
different noise levels when qp and η have different prior in the frequency domain.
5.14
Approximation of qsub obtained by SISDP for an anisotropic background medium with
different noise levels, when qsub and η are generated by different priors.
5.15
Approximation of qp obtained by MIMDP using different number of samples for an
isotropic background medium when qp and η have similar prior.
5.16
Approximation of qsub obtained by MIMDP using different number of samples for an
anisotropic background medium when qsub and η are generated by different priors.
with compact support on the domain Ω = [−pi/2, pi/2]2. Its analytical representation is
qb(x) =
4∑
j=1
gj(x),
where g1(x) = −0.15 exp(−15‖x−(−0.6, 0.2)‖2), g2(x) = −0.15 exp(−15‖x−(0.5,−0.7)‖2), g3(x) =
−0.05 exp(−15‖x − (0.9, 0.9)‖2), and g4(x) = −0.04 exp(−15‖x − (−1.0,−1.0)‖2). This function
can be satisfactorily reconstructed with low-frequency modes of the sine series.
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The second function considered is the scatterer qp that resembles the shape of a plane. The
surface plots of the isometric and top views of this function are, respectively, in Figures 5.1(b) and
5.1(e). Due to the steep derivative on its boundary, the reconstruction of this function requires
more frequency modes than that of qb.
Finally, for the experiment where there is prior knowledge of the probability distribution of the
scatterer and the background medium and these probabilities are regulated by anisotropic medium
priors, we use a scatterer qsub that looks like a submarine. The surface plots of the isometric and
top views of this function are, respectively, in Figures 5.1(c) and 5.1(f).
To improve the clarity of the details of the function, in the isometric view of all examples
presented, the scatterer is multiplied by −1.
(a) Isometric view of −qb (b) Isometric view of −qp (c) Isometric view of −qsub
(d) Top view of qb (e) Top view of qp (f) Top view of qsub
Figure 5.1 Plots of the scatterers used in our examples.
5.1. Forward and inverse solver configuration. The HPS solver is used to generate data
for the forward problem with at least 10 points per wavelength, which gives 5 digits of accu-
racy. Synthetic data measurements are generated for frequencies kj = k1 + (j − 1)δk, with
j = 1, . . . , Q. At each frequency, the data is generated at Np = 120 points uniformly dis-
tributed in the circle of radius R = 3 for Nθ = 30 incident plane waves with incidence direction
θm = (cos(2pim/Nθ), sin(2pim/Nθ)), m = 1, . . . , Nθ. We do not add any noise to the data. This is
a classical “inverse crime” but the focus of the paper is not the particular inversion algorithm but
the effect of the randomness of the background medium.
We represent the approximate solution of the domain using (2.5), with M(k) = 30 for all
k, which amounts to about 900 coefficients. For lower frequencies, the problem is still ill posed,
which requires some regularization technique depending on the method that is used. We specify
the regularization used in each example.
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The main algorithmic component is a Gauss-Newton method for the solution of the inverse
problem at a single frequency. At each Gauss-Newton iteration j, the HPS solver is used to calculate
the forward operator applied at the guess domain qj and its Fre´chet derivative. We use the HPS
solver for the inverse problem with 8 points per wavelength, which gives 4 digits of accuracy, with
the intent of introducing a small model error. In our examples, we set q0 to zero.
We use three stopping criteria for the Gauss-Newton iteration:
(a) we reach a maximum number of iterations Nit = 20;
(b) the relative data-mismatch norm is below res = 10
−7; or
(c) the norm of the step update divided by the number of unknowns is smaller than step =
10−7.
5.2. Data from single η and spectral truncation for q. We present the results obtained
using the SISDNP and MISDNP algorithms on one data set. The scatterer chosen to be recovered
is qb. As mentioned we use a spectral truncation regularization. All high-frequency coefficients that
satisfy m1 + m2 > 2k are filtered out. The data measurements are obtained at the minimum
frequency k1 = 1, with δk = 0.5, and the number of frequencies used is Q = 18, giving data
measurements up to the maximum frequency k18 = 9.5.
To generate the smooth-background noisy medium samples ηs, s = 1, . . . , Ns, we create a
NΩ ×NΩ uniform grid of points x˜ in the domain Ω. The background noisy medium is obtained by
solving
ηs = (µI +D)
−1σ, (5.1)
where σ ∈ RN2Ω is a vector whose elements are obtained from the normal distribution N (0, δ) with
mean 0 and variance δ, µ = 103, I is the N2Ω ×N2Ω identity matrix, and D is the N2Ω ×N2Ω matrix
obtained from discretizing the Neumann problem with the usual five-point operator on the NΩ×NΩ
uniform grid.
The data is generated for the domain qb+η
∗. In Figure 5.2, we present the reconstruction using
the SISDNP and MISDNP algorithms for the background medium with δ = 10, 20, 40 and 80.
In this example, this translates to ratios of ‖η∗‖/‖q∗‖ = 0.36, 0.72, 1.43, and 2.86. For the solution
with the MISDNP algorithm, we use Ns = 100 samples of η. Since η has a significant number of
components on the energy spectrum of q it is very hard to separate them: our reconstructions have
information from both qb and the background noisy medium η
∗, and it is not possible to separate
this information. It is easy to show that if the inverse problem is linear the point estimate solutions
to SISDNP and MISDNP are identical. Experimentally, for this example, we reach the same
conclusion for specific nonlinear scattering problem.
5.3. Data from multiple η and spectral truncation for q. This example is an extension
of the Example 5.2. We use the same scatterer and generate η using the same procedure; but here
we assume that we have scattered data for qb + ηs, for s = 1, . . . , Ns. Of course the values of ηs are
not known but are independently sampled from (5.1).
As in the previous example, we use noise levels δ = 10, 20, 40 and 80 to generate samples for
η. We apply the MIMDNP and SIMDNP algorithms to recover the scatterer with Ns = 10, 50,
100, 500 and 1000 samples for a background noise function with δ = 10 and 20, and with Ns = 10,
50, 100, 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 for a background noise function with δ = 40 and 80.
In Figures 5.3 and 5.4 we report the errors
ESIMDNP =
‖qMIMDNP − qb‖2
‖qb‖2
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(a) qb + η
∗ for δ = 10 (b) qSISDNP for δ = 10 (c) qMISDNP for δ = 10
(d) qb + η
∗ for δ = 20 (e) qSISDNP for δ = 20 (f) qMISDNP for δ = 20
(g) qb + η
∗ for δ = 40 (h) qSISDNP for δ = 40 (i) qMISDNP for δ = 40
(j) qb + η
∗ for δ = 80 (k) qSISDNP for δ = 80 (l) qMISDNP for δ = 80
Figure 5.2 Reconstruction of qb for Example 5.2. The SISDNP and MISDNP algorithms are
used to reconstruct the domain qb in the presence of a background medium. From top to bottom, we
present the domain qb + η
∗, and the solutions qSIMDNP and qMISDNP, when the background medium
is generated using the parameter δ = 10, 20, 40 and 80. The solution qMISDNP is always obtained
using Ns = 100 samples for the background domain.
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and
ESIMDNP =
‖qSIMDNP − qb‖2
‖qb‖2
as a function of the maximum wavenumber κQ used in the reconstruction (see 5.1 for κQ), for
different noise level δ. As a matter of comparison, we apply the RLA on scattered data generated
by the scatterer q with no background noisy medium (η = 0) to obtain the approximation qRLA.
The error ‖qRLA− qb‖2/‖qb‖2 of the solution using the RLA is presented in each one of the images
in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.
In Figures 5.5 and 5.6, respectively, we present the reconstructions obtained using the algo-
rithms MIMDNP and SIMDNP for the different levels of noise δ = 10, 20, 40 and 80. For δ = 10
and 20, we present the reconstructions using Ns = 10, 100 and 1000, and for δ = 40 and 80, we
present the results using Ns = 10, 500 and 4000.
This example confirms that MIMDNP has better accuracy than SISDNP and the extra cost
is justified. From the experimental results in Figure 5.3, it is clear that if we use a sufficiently large
number of samples, the solution of qMIMDNP should converge asymptotically to qb. We can also see,
from the results in Figure 5.4, that when the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied, meaning that
the product of the domain with the square of the wavenumber is small enough, the forward operator
becomes approximately linear, and the approximation qSIMDNP is very close to the approximation
obtained by the RLA (with data obtained with η = 0).
5.4. Data from single η and inversion for both q and η. In this example, we compare
the solutions by SISDP and RLA in three test cases:
(a) q and η have the same prior;
(b) q and η have completely separated priors;
(c) q and η have partially overlapping priors.
Similar to the discretization for q (2.5), the random field η is given by
η(x1, x2) =
Mη∑
m1,m2=1
ηm1m2 sin(m1x1) sin(m2x2), with ηm1m2 =
ζ
a11m21 + a22m
2
2
. (5.2)
Here a11 and a22 are the diagonal elements of Tη, and ζ is drawn from a standard normal distribution
with mean 0 and variance δ. In this example and the next one, we used Mη = 30.
Our data measurements are obtained at the same receivers as in our previous examples. We have
data measurements at wavenumbers kj = 1 + jδk, δk = 0.5, j = 0, . . . , 29, so that kmin = k0 = 1
and kmax = k29 = 15.
a) In this case, we use the SISDP and RLA (with the same data) algorithms for the re-
construction of qb and qp in the presence of an isotropic background medium composed of all the
frequencies in the chosen spectrum. The background medium is isotropic, with the Tη being the
2 × 2 identity matrix. For the reconstruction of qb, the noise level of η is δ = 5, while for the
reconstruction of qp, the noise level is δ = 10.
For the regularization of q we use an operator that filters out the higher spatial frequency
coefficients from the sine series representation of q, so that m1 +m2 > 2k. Since we have no specific
information regarding the probability distribution of q, we set the regularization parameter β = 0.
The regularization parameter α for the background medium is obtained using the heuristic described
in Appendix B (Algorithm 8). We reconstruct the scatterer using as regularization parameters α,
10α, 50α, and 100α.
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Figure 5.3 Plot of the error for the MIMDNP algorithm at each wavenumber for different levels
of noise: (a) δ = 10, (b) δ = 20, (c) δ = 40 and (d) δ = 80. In each plot, each line represents
the error EMIMDNP using a different number of samples Ns. We also include the error for the
RLA (with η = 0) in each plot as a matter of comparison and as a benchmark for the best possible
approximation for our problem.
As we can see in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 no matter the value of regularization parameter α we
are not able to obtain accurate reconstruction of the scatterers qb and qp. Unfortunately, for this
particular case, it is not possible to separate the information obtained in our reconstruction of the
scatterer and of the background medium.
b) In this case, we used the SISDP and RLA algorithms for the reconstruction of qb and qp
in the presence of an isotropic background medium composed only of the higher frequencies in the
chosen spectrum.
Here η is isotropic, with Tη being the 2×2 identity matrix. We set ηm1m2 = 0 for m1 +m2 ≤ 30,
so that η has non-zero components only in high frequencies, which inevitably will pollute the the
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Figure 5.4 Error for the SIMDNP algorithm as a function of the maximum wavenumber used in
the reconstruction for different levels of noise: (a) δ = 10, (b) δ = 20, (c) δ = 40 and (d) δ = 80.
In each plot, each line represents the error ESIMDNP using a different number of samples Ns. We
also include the error for the RLA (with data obtained with η = 0)in each plot as a matter of
comparison and as a benchmark for the best possible approximation for our problem.
high-frequency components of the target scatterer q. We expect that, at higher frequencies, the
information of both the scatterer and the background medium would be mixed, as seen in part (a).
We apply the algorithms RLA and SISDP in the same fashion as in the previous case (a).
For this example, we also reconstruct the domain applying the RLA but assuming we know η∗.
We denote this solution by qˆ. That is,
qˆ = min
q
1
2
‖dη∗ − F(q + η∗)‖2.
We ran SISDP for Ns = 30 samples of the background medium with δ = 10 and 100. Figures
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(a) δ = 10 and Ns = 10 (b) δ = 10 and Ns = 100 (c) δ = 10 and Ns = 1000
(d) δ = 20 and Ns = 10 (e) δ = 20 and Ns = 100 (f) δ = 20 and Ns = 1000
(g) δ = 40 and Ns = 10 (h) δ = 40 and Ns = 500 (i) δ = 40 and Ns = 4000
(j) δ = 80 and Ns = 10 (k) δ = 80 and Ns = 500 (l) δ = 80 and Ns = 4000
Figure 5.5 Reconstruction of qb for Example 5.3. The MIMDNP algorithm is used to reconstruct
the domain qb in the presence of a background medium. From top to bottom, we present the solution
qMIMDNP when the background medium is generated using the parameter δ = 10, 20, 40 and 80,
with different number of samples Ns of the background medium.
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(a) δ = 10 and Ns = 10 (b) δ = 10 and Ns = 100 (c) δ = 10 and Ns = 1000
(d) δ = 20 and Ns = 10 (e) δ = 20 and Ns = 100 (f) δ = 20 and Ns = 1000
(g) δ = 40 and Ns = 10 (h) δ = 40 and Ns = 500 (i) δ = 40 and Ns = 4000
(j) δ = 80 and Ns = 10 (k) δ = 80 and Ns = 500 (l) δ = 80 and Ns = 4000
Figure 5.6 Reconstruction of qb for Example 5.3. The SIMDNP algorithm is used to reconstruct
the domain qb in the presence of a background medium. From top to bottom, we present the solution
qSIMDNP when the background medium is generated using the parameter δ = 10, 20, 40 and 80, with
different number of samples Ns of the background medium.
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(a) qb + η
∗ for bumps case (b) qRLA for qb (c) qp + η∗ for plane case (d) qRLA for qp
Figure 5.7 The original scatterer in the presence of the background medium and the solution
obtained with RLA are presented, respectively, in: (a) and (b) for qb, and (c) and (d) for qp.
(a) qSISDP + ηSISDP for α (b) qSISDP+ηSISDP for 10α (c) qSISDP+ηSISDP for 50α (d) qSISDP + ηSISDP for
100α
(e) qSISDP for α (f) qSISDP for 10α (g) qSISDP for 50α (h) qSISDP for 100α
Figure 5.8 Reconstruction of qb for Example 5.4 part (a). The SISDP algorithm is used to
reconstruct the domain qp in the presence of an isotropic background medium generated by the
parameter δ = 10. On the top row, we present the solution qSISDP + ηSISDP when the regularization
parameter α is multiplied by the constants 1, 10, 50, and 100. On the bottom row, we present the
solution qSISDP using the regularization parameter α (initially determined by Algorithm 8 in the
Appendix) multiplied by the constants 1, 10, 50, and 100.
5.10 and 5.11 show the box plots with the error
ESISDP(kj) =
‖qSISDP − qˆ‖
‖qˆ‖
at each wavenumber for the reconstructions of qb and qp, respectively. As we can see in those plots,
the error decreases as we start to recover data for the background medium η.
In Figures 5.12 and 5.13, we present the reconstruction of qb and qp respectively. We present
q∗ + η∗ for q∗ = qb and qp, the domain qˆ recovered using the RLA with knowledge of the exact
value of η∗, the reconstruction qSISDP by the SISDP algorithm and the reconstruction using only
the RLA for the noise levels δ = 10 and 100.
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(a) qSISDP + ηSISDP for α (b) qSISDP+ηSISDP for 10α (c) qSISDP+ηSISDP for 50α (d) qSISDP + ηSISDP for
100α
(e) qSISDP for α (f) qSISDP for 10α (g) qSISDP for 50α (h) qSISDP for 100α
Figure 5.9 Reconstruction of qp for Example 5.4 part (a). The SISDP algorithm is used to
reconstruct the domain qp in the presence of an isotropic background medium generated by the
parameter δ = 10. On the top row, we present the solution qSISDP + ηSISDP when the regularization
parameter α is multiplied by the constants 1, 10, 50, and 100. On the bottom row, we present the
solution qSISDP using the regularization parameter α multiplied by the constants 1, 10, 50, and 100.
The reconstruction using SISDP has a quality similar to that of the reconstruction using RLA
with the knowledge of the background medium; however, it is much better than the standard RLA
without the knowledge of the background medium.
c) In this case, we used the SISDP and RLA algorithms for the reconstruction of qsub in the
presence of an anisotropic background medium.
Assuming that we have prior knowledge of the probability distribution of both qsub and the
background medium η, we generate four different functions for the background medium in this
example using the anisotropic prior
Tη =
[
10−4 0
0 10
]
, (5.3)
with noise levels of δ = 2, 4, 8 and 16. We assume that the prior for the probability distribution of
the domain qsub is
Tq =
[
10 0
0 10−4
]
. (5.4)
We apply the RLA and SISDP algorithms using both p(q) and p(η). We use as regularization
parameters α = β = 1 at all frequencies. The results are presented in Figure 5.14. As expected, for
each noise level the results of the SISDP algorithm are more accurate than the results obtained
by the RLA with no prior, and we are able to reconstruct the shape of qsub. As the noise level
increases, even though the reconstruction qSISDP becomes less accurate, it is still possible to see the
shape of the submarine.
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Remark 5.1. We also used the algorithm SISDP to try to reconstruct qb in the presence of the
background medium η, when η is generated by the distribution (5.1). As expected, from the results
in Example 5.4 part a) since η has a significant number of components on the energy spectrum of
qb it is not possible to separate qb from η.
5.5. Data from multiple realizations, inversion for both q and η. In this example, we
recover the scatterers for qp and qsub using the MIMDP algorithm. For the reconstruction of qp,
we consider that the background medium was generated as in Example 5.4, part (a) with δ = 10;
meanwhile, for the reconstruction for the submarine-like object, we consider the domain to have
been generated as in Example 5.4, part (c) with δ = 16. The SISDP algorithm was not entirely
successful at separating the data from the background medium and the scatterer at those noise
levels. This time, we use the MIMDP algorithm to recover the scatterer using data measurements
generated using Ns = 10, 50, and 100 samples of the background medium. The average of the
reconstructions is presented in Figure 5.15 and 5.16, respectively, for qp and qsub. As we can see,
in both examples, we were able to improve the quality of the reconstructed scatterer.
6. Conclusion. We have presented a comprehensive study of the problem of reconstructing a
scatterer in the presence of a random background medium. Six different algorithms are presented
to solve this problem with different amounts of scattered field data and information about the
scatterer and the background noisy medium. We consider four cases:
(a) in the first case, we have data measurements of the scattered field off of q in the presence
of one realization of η and E(η);
(b) in the second case, we have data measurements from several realizations of η and E(η);
(c) in the third case, we have data measurements of the field scattered off of q in the presence
of one realization of η and prior knowledge of the probability distributions of q and η; and
s
(d) in the fourth case, we have data measurements from several realizations of η, and prior
knowledge of the probability distributions of q and η, and E(η).
The main conclusion is that, perhaps counter-intuitively, it is preferable to try to solve a harder
inverse problem and invert for both the target scatterer and the random medium. Not surprisingly,
the best reconstruction results are obtained when we have the highest quality of information, spec-
trally separated priors for both q and η and a rich dataset from multiple realizations of η. This
scenario could require the need for multiple inversions although just averaging the data seems to
produce good results. Finally, if q and η have similar priors it will be hard to tell them apart.
In this scenario, we need data from multiple realizations of η and multiple inversion to be able to
disentangle η and q. Our simple analysis of the interplay between the priors of η and q using their
spectrum could be formalized using Kullback-Leibler divergence between the priors.
In the future, we intend to extend the study to the case of limited aperture data and to the
case when only the magnitude of the scattered field can be measured (and not its phase). We also
intend to study the case when dissipation is allowed in the unknown scatterer function.
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Appendix A - HPS fast solver. Consider the following forward scattering problem for uscat
with a source function f(x):
∆uscat(x) + k2(1 + q(x))uscat(x) = f(x), (6.1)
where x ∈ R2, k is wavenumber, the functions q(x) and f(x) both have compact support in Ω, and
where uscat(x) satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition.
We break problem (6.1) into two problems, one in the interior and other in the exterior of Ω.
In the interior of the domain Ω, we have the problem
∆uscat(x) + k2(1 + q(x))uscat(x) = f(x) in Ω,
uscat(x) = s(x) on ∂Ω.
In the exterior of Ω, uscat(x) must satisfy the constant-coefficient problem
∆uscat(x) + k2uscat(x) = 0 in R2 \ Ω,
uscat(x) = s(x) on ∂Ω,
∂v
∂r
− ikv = o(r−1/2) r = ‖x‖ → ∞.
We will assume that the interior Dirichlet problem does not have a resonance at k. To obtain a
coupling condition for the two problems, we write uscat(x) = uscath (x) + u
scat
p (x), where u
scat
h (x) is
the solution of the homogeneous problem and uscatp (x) is the particular solution of the problem.
The particular solution can be found via partial differential discretization techniques.
It is straightforward to determine uscath (x) on ∂Ω by solving the problem(
T int − T ext)uscath |∂Ω = T extuscatp − ∂uscatp∂n |∂Ω, (6.2)
where T int and T ext are, respectively, the interior and exterior “Dirichlet-to-Neumann” maps.
The construction of T ext has been extensively covered in the literature [27]. Using the standard
layer potentials, the scattered field uscat(x) satisfies
uscat(x) = Duscat(x)− S ∂u
scat
∂n
(x)
for x in the exterior of Ω, where D and S are the double and single-layer operators, respectively.
Using standard jump relations [27], we have
T ext = S−1
(
D − I
2
)
.
The construction of T int is rather complicated to fully describe and is not the objective of
this article. Summarizing, the solver begins by constructing a hierarchically refined quad-tree
superimposed on Ω, in which, within each leaf node, a K × K tensor product Chebyshev grid is
used. The Impedance-to-Impedance (ItI) operator, and an operator mapping the particular solution
to the corresponding outgoing impedance data, are constructed in each leaf node. Using a bottom-
up procedure, the interior ItI map for each parent node is constructed by merging its four child
nodes until the root node is reached. Finally, we obtain T int at the root using its ItI operator.
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Appendix B - Regularization parameter calculation. To deal with the ill conditioning
of the system in (4.4), we need to provide a way to chose the regularization parameters α and β.
In this appendix, we provide a heuristic to obtain α in the case that β = 0, which is the case for
Example 5.4, parts (a) and (b), and the reconstruction of qp in Example 5.5. The same procedure
is used for β. The two regularization parameters are determined independently.
To determine α we solve a synthetic problem and test the quality of the reconstruction for q. One
complication is that in RLA we solve a sequence of inverse problems with different wavenumbers k.
Since the matrices of the system become better conditioned with increasing maximum wavenumber
kQ, it makes sense to look for values of the regularization parameter α that decrease with kQ. The
scheme to find the appropriate regularization α for each k is given Algorithm 8.
Algorithm 8 Algorithm to find α
1: Input: initial value α0 for α, functions η
∗
s for s = 1, . . . , 10 and data ds = F(q
∗ + η∗s ) at
k1 < · · · < kQ.
2: for s = 1, . . . , 10 do
3: Use the RLA to solve q˜s = arg minq ‖dη∗s (k)− Fk(q + η∗s )‖.
4: Set α(k1) = α0, m = 1, 0 = 0 and flag = true.
5: for j = 1, . . . , Q do
6: while m < 10 and flag do
7: Solve using the Gauss-Newton the problem arg minq,η ‖ds(kj)−F(q, η)‖−αs(kj)2 log(p(η)).
8: Calculate 1 =
‖q−q˜s‖
‖q˜s‖ .
9: if j > j−1 then
10: Set flag = false and αs(kj+1) = αs(kj).
11: else
12: Set αs(kj) = αs(kj)/2.
13: end if
14: end while
15: end for
16: Set α = 110
∑10
s=1 αs.
17: end for
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Figure 5.10 Box plots of the error ‖qSISDP − qˆ‖/‖qˆ‖in the reconstruction of qb for Example 5.4
part (b). We use 30 different samples for the isotropic background medium with noise levels: a)
δ = 10, and b) δ = 100. The background noise is composed only of high frequencies.
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Figure 5.11 Box plots of the error ‖qSISDP − qˆ‖/‖qˆ‖ in the reconstruction of qp for Example 5.4
part (b). We use 30 different samples for the isotropic background medium with noise levels: a)
δ = 10, and b) δ = 100. The background noise is composed only of high frequencies.
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(a) q∗ + η∗ for δ = 10 (b) qˆ for δ = 10 (c) qSISDP for δ = 10 (d) qRLA for δ = 10
(e) q∗ + η∗ for δ = 100 (f) qˆ for δ = 100 (g) qSISDP for δ = 100 (h) qRLA for δ = 100
Figure 5.12 Reconstruction of qb for Example 5.4 part (b). The SISDP algorithm is used to
reconstruct the domain qb in the presence of an isotropic background medium for different noise
levels. The background medium has only high frequency components. We present, from top to
bottom, in each row, the domain qb + η
∗, the solution qSISDP using SISDP, and the solution qRLA
using the standard RLA when the background medium is generated using δ = 10, and 100.
(a) q∗ + η∗ for δ = 10 (b) qˆ for δ = 10 (c) qSISDP for δ = 10 (d) qRLA for δ = 10
(e) q∗ + η∗ for δ = 100 (f) qˆ for δ = 100 (g) qSISDP for δ = 100 (h) qRLA for δ = 100
Figure 5.13 Reconstruction of qp for Example 5.4 part (b). The SISDP algorithm is used to
reconstruct the domain qp in the presence of an isotropic background medium for different noise
levels. The background medium has only high frequency components. We present, from top to
bottom, in each row, the domain qp + η
∗, the solution qSISDP using SISDP, and the solution qRLA
using the standard RLA when the background medium is generated using δ = 10, and 100.
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(a) qsub + η
∗ for δ = 2 (b) qSISDP for δ = 2 (c) qRLA for δ = 2
(d) qsub + η
∗ for δ = 4 (e) qSISDP for δ = 4 (f) qRLA for δ = 4
(g) qsub + η
∗ for δ = 8 (h) qSISDP for δ = 8 (i) qRLA for δ = 8
(j) qsub + η
∗ for δ = 16 (k) ηSISDP for δ = 16 (l) qRLA for δ = 16
Figure 5.14 Reconstruction of qsub for Example 5.4 part (c). The SISDP algorithm is used to
reconstruct the domain qsub in the presence of an anisotropic background medium generated by the
prior (5.3) with different noise levels. We present, from top to bottom, in each row, the domain
qsub + η
∗, the solution qSISDP using SISDP, and the solution qRLA using the standard RLA when
the background medium is generated using δ = 2, 4, 8 and 16.
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(a) qMIMDP for Ns = 10 (b) qMIMDP for Ns = 50 (c) qMIMDP for Ns = 100
Figure 5.15 Reconstruction of qp for Example 5.5. The MIMDP algorithm is used to reconstruct
the domain qp in the presence of an anisotropic background medium that is generated using a noise
parameter δ = 10. The results are presented for the case where we have measurements of the field
scattered off of qp in the presence of: (a)Ns = 10, (b) 50 and (c) 100 samples of the isotropic
background domain.
(a) qMIMDP for Ns = 10 (b) qMIMDP for Ns = 50 (c) qMIMDP for Ns = 100
Figure 5.16 Reconstruction of qsub for Example 5.5. The MIMDP algorithm is used to reconstruct
the domain qsub in the presence of an anisotropic background medium that is generated using a noise
parameter δ = 16. The results are presented for the case where we have measurements of the field
scattered off of qsub in the presence of: (a)Ns = 10, (b) 50 and (c) 100 samples of the anisotropic
background domain generated using the prior (5.3).
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